
DA NOI IN: the Restaurant of Magna Pars, the Hotel à Parfum 

In the Tortona area, an exceptional place for enjoying Italian cuisine 
that is a delight for the senses.

A culinary journey full of beauty, aromas and flavors awaits you at the DA NOI IN Restaurant of Magna Pars, the 
Hotel à Parfum, where you will discover outstanding cuisine celebrating the best Italian tradition.
The Menu, where lightness and simplicity reign, is based on meticulously selected ingredients and just the right 
dose of imagination. 

The entrance to the Restaurant at the center of the bright and welcoming Open Lobby of the Hotel overlooks the 
wonderful Secret Garden full of lush plants and shrubs that change with the seasons.
From the outdoor tables set up for lunch in the verdant setting to the main dining room illuminated by light streaming 
through the glass wall, each guest enjoys a unique view both in natural daylight and in the striking atmosphere of 
the garden illuminated at night. 

Ingredients from the culinary and perfume worlds mix and enhance one another in the Menu à Parfum, featuring 
tasty morsels, where aromas and fragrances are masterfully blended, offering exciting combinations. Studied 
with culinary skill and profound olfactive knowledge, the Menu à Parfum is presented in a unique and original way 
through instruments used in perfume laboratories.

The gourmand experience is completed  in the welcoming Lounge Bar of the Magna Pars, and in spring and summer, 
also in the Internal Garden and on the Roof Deck, with the Olfactory Aperitif that offers a selection of the most popular 
international cocktails, interpreted by the inspiration of the Mixologists  on LabSolue Essences.

The magnificent Winery with its open wine cellar, an exceptional place for tasting sessions and private dinners, 
presents the finest Italian wines that connoisseurs will love. 
It is a magical and unique setting that surrounds and accompanies the creative and contemporary cuisine of DA NOI IN.

DA NOI IN al Magna Pars, l’Hotel à Parfum
Executive Chef: Andrea Alfieri
Via Forcella 6, 20144 Milan 

Hours: Lunch 12:30 - 2:30 p.m. / Dinner 7:30 - 10:30 p.m. 
Ph. +39 02 8378111 - Whatsapp: 331 6705551
Closed Sundays 
Seating: 120 in the main dining room - 30 in the outdoor area 
Free parking for customers from 7.30 pm - Dogs allowed
info@danoi-in.it - www.danoi-in.it

Laura Pecora - PR & Communications Director
Ph +39 02.8338371 - Mob +39 335.5219660 
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